FARRAH ABRAHAM

WHO IS FARRAH ABRAHAM?
	
  

	
  
Having started as a young reality television star to having emerged as
an Author, Advocate for women empowerment, Entrepreneur& Mom.
Farrah Abraham has become an established public figure with a
growing empire.
At the tender age of 16, Abraham evolved from high school
cheerleader and aspiring model to teenage mom-to-be as
documented in the MTV series “16 & Pregnant.” Abraham faced single
motherhood head-on as she dealt with the passing of her baby’s
father two months prior to her daughter Sophia’s birth. The young star’s
story would eventually captivate international audiences and make
her a fan favorite, creating the opportunity for Abraham to star in
MTV’s spin-off series, “Teen Mom.” After several seasons on MTV,
Abraham pursued higher education and has continued to build her
brand.
Over the span of her blossoming career, Abraham has graced the
covers of top magazines, such as Us Weekly and Life & Style. The
reality star has been featured on dozens of commercials and
networks, including ABC,VH1, MTV, Bravo, E!, FOX and NBC and much
more.
The top reality television personality, Abraham has used her star
power for advocacy projects. In August 2012, the brunette beauty
released her first New York Times best-selling autobiography, My
Teenage Dream Ended, which sold over 500,000 copies. Abraham’s
personal account of being a teen mother allowed her to reach fans
on an international scale, which had led to the release of her
collection of therapeutic music singles.
Through personal appearances, Abraham has become the main
attraction at nightlife venues and exclusive events around the world,
which leverages her wide range of endorsements. The entrepreneur
works with beverage companies, lifestyle brands, as well as with
parenting and education companies to spread positive messages
about their organizations and products.
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TV MEDIA APPEARANCES

FARRAH HAS APPEARED ON…

FARRAH ABRAHAM’S BOOKS
MY TEENAGE DREAM ENDED

#1 BEST SELLING AUTHOR
In August 2012, Farrah Abraham released an autobiography My Teenage Dream
Ended, published by MTV Press. The book chronicles her teenage pregnancy and
the problems she faced during the time, including her drug use, the arrest of her
father, and the death of her daughter's father, Derek Underwood. The musical
album, produced by Fredrick M. Cuevas, is a companion work to her
autobiography; each of the ten songs shares a title with a chapter of her book. The
book was a success making number 11 on the New York Times bestseller list.

BEST INSPIRATIONAL LITERATURE AWARD

FARRAH ABRAHAM’S BOOKS

Celebrity Sex Tape is Abraham’s first foray into fiction. Book
One, In The Making, was released in July 2014, Book Two,
The Secret’s Out, was released in October 2014, and the
third and final book, Love Through LimeLight, was released
in February 2015. The series follows Fallon Opal, a
Hollywood starlet who is thrust into the spotlight when a
sex tape is leaked to the press, and her search for
independence, acceptance, and love through it all. Leading
lady Fallon Opal as she deals with betrayal, stigma, and
bad press, and makes peace with the empowered,
successful woman she has become.

KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Farrah Abraham is an internationally recognized celebrity, author,
business women, and mother who has appeared on MTV, VH1, E!,
HLN, BRAVO,OPRAH and many other top networks. Pick up one
of Farrah's 4 books for your next read. If you are a member of an
association, company, or organization that needs a fascinating key
note speaker at your next conference consider having
Farrah Abraham attend to "WOW" your guests.
To Invite Farrah Abraham to speak please

CONTACT : fs@farrahabraham.me
Farrah's success story has garnered her to public speak in front of
hundreds of thousands of people. Farrah has worked with
government campaigns ,colleges, companies and organizations.
Farrah is best educated and relatable in the following :Inspiration,
leadership, Relating to your mind and career ,business,
entrepreneurship, embracing therapeutic styles, relationship
development, motherhood development, marketing,
empowering women, sexual health, Farrah has received her
certification in public speaking. "My goal is to help, nurture, and
invest my time by speaking to inspire passion, healthy choices,
and focus so that whom I'm blessed to speak too can go out and
impact the world for the better, in their own way and it's never to
late, NOW is the time. Everyone needs someone kind enough to
show them how, give guidance, reassurance, proper language,
and power of the mind. Farrah wishes to share her life experiences
to help others get results they want like many mentors have done
for Farrah

PRESS AFFILIATIONS

MTV MOVIE AWARDS 2015: ARRIVALS

FARRAH ABRAHAM’S ARRIVAL
THE 2015 MTV MOVIE AWARDS

FARRAH FEATURE FILM WORK
Farrah Abraham is set to star in her very first feature film
due for release in the summer of 2015 in the upcoming
installment of the ’80s throwback slasher franchise
“Axeman 2: Overkill.”
According to IMDB, the gory movie — which also stars “Big
Brother” winner Rachel Reilly and “Baywatch” star Angelica
Bridges — focuses on “a group of crazed evangelicals,
bank robbers and vigilantes [who] descend upon Cutter’s
Creek, and there’s only one local legend that can separate
them. And dismember them.”
As for Farrah’s role in the Joston Theney-directed flick,
which is slated for release this year, she plays a Biblethumping woman named Fannie Rae Baker — and at some
point, she gets covered in a bit of plasma.	
  

Farrah seen here with her daughter
Sophia seen in cosmopolitan in
May 2015

FARRAH IS COSMOPOLITAN’S INTERNETS MOST FASCINATING PEOPLE FOR 2015

CELEBRITY BIG BROTHER 2015

Farrah Abraham participated in Celebrity Big Brother
one of the UK’s #1 Reality Series in September 2015.
American Cast mates included Daniel Baldwin, Rapper
Fatman- Scoop, Janice Dickinson, & Jenna Jameson.
Farrah was the shows leading celebrity that brought the
most entertainment and story line to the season.

IN THE HEADLINES: 2015

Farrah's eviction was by fellow US housemate Austin Armacost and
the British public missed her tremendously and Channel 5 would
agree after ratings fell to the lowest in Celebrity Big Brother history.
Farrah brought sex appeal, honesty, and TV gold with her presence.
FARRAH RECEIVED MAJOR UK MEDIA RECOGNITION FROM..

IN THE HEADLINES:2015
FARRAH’S 3RD BREAST AUGMENTATION
Farrah turned to Dr. Stuart Linder for
her latest breast procedure for her
Oct. 16 surgery before, in the middle
and after the procedure.
Farrah says she decided to go
under the knife again to deal with
the "excruciating agony" from the
scar tissue left behind from her
previous surgeries.
Spoken About & Featured In…

IN THE HEADLINES: 2015

The Belle of the ball! Farrah arrived to Life & Style Weekly's "Eye
Candy" Halloween Bash dressed as the lovely Belle from "Beauty
and the Beast." She was sure to have turned heads in the bright
yellow satin gown on Oct. 29, 2015 in Los Angeles, CA.
FARRAH’S ROCKS LIFE & STYLE WEEKLY’S ”EYE CANDY” HALLOWEEN EVENT

IN THE HEADLINES: 2016
AS SPOKEN ABOUT IN…

AS TALKED ABOUT IN….

FARRAH ABRAHAM VS NIKKI MINAJ FUED

MTV MOVIE AWARDS 2016: ARRIVALS

FARRAH ABRAHAM’S ARRIVAL
THE 2016 MTV MOVIE AWARDS

MTV MOVIE AWARDS 2016: PRESS & HIGHLIGHTS
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CONNECT WITH TEAM FARRAH
Legal Team:
avonte@cambaclaw.com
Booking/ Media Requests:
fs@farrahabraham.me
Media Requests & Events:
Johnny Donovan
JDonovan Productions
pr@jdonovanproductions.com
Joy	
  Hollum:	
  	
  
FarrahAbrahampr@gmail.com	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

